Global Collateral Accounts -- What's the Hold Up?

By Anna Von Reitz

Today, I got an email from a group of Greek bankers asking me if the "Global Collateral Accounts" are real and why they can't seem to get action releasing those funds even after allocations have been made and published?

Well, yes, there are Global Collateral Accounts that do contain assets that belonged to people long dead and whose specific heirs are not known, and as a result those assets belong to the world-at-large and there is really no reason to leave them sitting around in bank deposit boxes and tranche flats doing no earthly good.

Fair enough. So some years ago a great housecleaning effort began in the Swiss vaults and has continued from there.

Unfortunately, most of the banks involved in the house cleaning effort used the opportunity to try to get rid of evidence of their own wrong-doing, tried to cheat depositors out of interest the banks owed, and otherwise pulled very shady deals claiming that huge amounts of assets were "abandoned" by legitimate trustees and known beneficiaries when they really weren't abandoned at all----a larger scale version of the fraud these same banks have pulled by claiming that you abandoned all the mortgage payments that were made to YOUR NAME's undisclosed escrow account over the years.

The irony is that most of these "Historic Trusts" belong to people who have no interest in wielding huge amounts of money and who want the assets used for the same or similar purposes as the Global Collateral Accounts are meant to serve---that is, they are willing to serve the same philanthropic purposes as the Global Collateral Accounts. They simply aren't willing to stand by deaf, dumb, and blind and let the banks make false claims of abandonment and seize the assets.

Every time one of the supposedly "abandoned" Historic Trusts pops up a hand and says--- Hey, wait a minute, those assets belong to us. We didn't abandon anything!----the whole process has to be shut down and re-calibrated. The assets of the Historic Trust being claimed back have to be backed out of the Slush Pile.

A lot of time and bother could be saved if the banks just gave proper Notice to the last known address of the last known trustees and beneficiaries, but they are afraid to do so for a wide variety of reasons. If you don't know that you are the heir of a billion dollars, shouldn't you know? Where have you been all this while? Are you for real or just some con man sniffing around?
It was the same thing with the gold confiscated from our great-grandparents and grandparents back in the 1930's, which the World Bank and IBRD claimed as Secondary Creditors. If I hadn't raised my hand and said---- Oh, by the way..... those assets and all the years of interest owed on them would have been rolled into the Global Collateral Accounts.

Even more importantly, it was the same with the assets of the land jurisdiction states of America. Imagine what would have happened if nobody stepped up to the plate and claimed back the land you are standing on? This was a major league play by the banks. They actually thought they could get away with claiming that the American states had been abandoned and were available for resettlement and redistribution of all their assets.

So as you can now see, there's a lot going on in the background and a lot of dirty deals have been pulled by the banks including a lot of false claims of "abandonment of funds" and "abandonment of assets" which have been made for both innocent and self-interested reasons.

All that bosh keeps holding up settlement of what is and is not legitimately part of the Global Collateral Accounts. More and more heirs and beneficiaries and trustees and fiduciaries keep coming out of the woodwork and showing reasonable provenance and basis to claim assets back out of the banker's Slush Pile. Every time we think we get it done, or "close enough to call"--- pop! Someone else shows up at the table and produces a receipt for a thousand Gold Certificates from 1904, or the last scion of one of the Conquistadors crawls out from under a rock in Costa Rica and says, "Uh, well-ah, Senor...."

If we are fair and if we are honest and if we care about what is true, we owe each and every one of these claims investigation and settlement. And that takes time, especially in view of the amount of fraud and graft and collusion and general bad behavior by too many of the banks involved.
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